KICK THE DUST UP

Artist: Luke Bryan
Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek - darolyn@daretoclog.com
CD: Kill the Lights
Wait 16 beats
Level: Beginner's

PART A
2 Basics
DS RS DS RS
L RL R LR
Chain Left
DS RS RS RS (moving left)
L RL RL RL
2 Basics
Chain Right (moving right)
2 Basics
Airplane Left (same as Chain Left but turning 360 left)
2 Basics
Airplane Right (turn 360 right)

PART B
2 Rocking Chairs
DS Brush Up DS RS DS Brush Up DS RS
L R R LR L R R LR

CHORUS
2 Triple Slur Twists
DS DS(xf) DS Slur(b) Step DS DS(xf) DT Twist Left Twist Right Twist Left
L R L R R L R BOTH BOTH BOTH
2 Cowboys (turn ½ left)
(only 1 described)
DS DS DS Brush Up (turn ½ left) DS RS RS RS
L R L R R LR LR LR
Triple Forward
DS DS DS RS (moving forward)
L R L RL
Triple Back (moving back)
Vine Left
DS DS(xb) DS RS (moving left)
L R L RL
Vine Right (moving right)

BREAK
2 Basics

PART A
2 Basics, Chain Left, 2 Basics, Chain Right, 2 Basics, Airplane Left, 2 Basics, Airplane Right

PART B
2 Rocking Chairs

CHORUS
2 Triple Slur Twists, 2 Cowboys (turn ½ left each), Triple Forward, Triple Back, Vine Left, Vine Right

BREAK 2 (2nd half of Part A)
2 Basics
Airplane Left
2 Basics
Airplane Right

PART B
2 Rocking Chairs

CHORUS
2 Triple Slur Twists, 2 Cowboys (turn ½ left each), Triple Forward, Triple Back, Vine Left, Vine Right